
TELEHEALTH 101
GUIDE

1 Call you your state association or state licensing board to confirm telemedicine 
laws.

• Is telemedicine allowed within our licensing act?

• Does the law require synchronous/real time audio & video communication, i.e. Zoom  web           

     meeting vs telephone?

• Are there laws governing payor reimbursement?

• Does our state have reimbursement parity, i.e., payors are required to reimburse at the    

    face-to-face rate for CPT codes that can be performed remotely?

• Can telemedicine be utilized for new patient encounters?

2 Call each insurance carrier to determine:

• Is a -95 modifier required?

• Can telemedicine be utilized for new patient encounters?

• Do you require synchronous/ real time audio & video communication, i.e. Zoom  web meeting vs  

 telephone?

• What are the reimbursement levels for each telemedicine code:

Telephone Consult
99441 Physician /Qualified Health Professional telephone evaluation 5-10 min

99442 Physician /Qualified Health Professional telephone evaluation 11-20 min

99443 Physician /Qualified Health Professional telephone evaluation 21-30 min

Online Web Meeting (i.e., Zoom)
99421 Physician/Qualified Health Professional online digital evaluation 5-10 min

99422 Physician/Qualified Health Professional online digital evaluation  11-20 min

99423 Physician/Qualified Health Professional online digital evaluation  21-30 min
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• Is telemedicine reimbursed at the same level as face-to-face for common codes?

Established E&M 
(Counseling & Coordinating care time override)

99212 – 10 minutes

99213 – 15 minutes

99214 – 25 minutes

99215 – 40 minutes

New Patient E&M
(Counseling & Coordinating care time override)

99202 – 20 minutes

99203 – 30 minutes

99204– 45 minutes

99205– 60 minutes

Therapeutic Exercise
97110 Therapeutic Exercise – each 15 minutes

3 Call your malpractice carrier to confirm liability coverage:

• NCMIC Statement: “Our guidance is that based on your clinical judgment and in the interest of    

    continuity of care, please use alternative methods such as telephone and video conferencing as    

    available. For video conferencing, please work with the vendor to ensure the software includes      

    encryption and HIPAA compliance.”

4 Install a HIPAA-compliant, synchronous, face-to-face platform.

• Note: As of March 2020, US federal HHS guidelines have been temporarily relaxed to allow         

    wide-spread, rapid telehealth implementation. Examples of traditionally non-compliant software      

    that may temporarily be allowed include: Apple FaceTime, Facebook Messenger video chat,           

    Google Hangouts video, and Skype. Examples of communication that will still be prohibited   

    include: Facebook Live, Twitch, and TikTok. 

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/special-topics/emergency-preparedness/notification-enforcement-discretion-telehealth/index.html


HHS: ”Duing the COVID-19 national emergency, which also constitutes a nationwide 

public health emergency, covered health care providers subject to the HIPAA Rules may 

seek to communicate with patients, and provide telehealth services, through remote 

communications technologies.  Some of these technologies, and the manner in which 

they are used by HIPAA covered health care providers, may not fully comply with the 

requirements of the HIPAA Rules. OCR will exercise its enforcement discretion and will 

not impose penalties for noncompliance with the regulatory requirements under the 

HIPAA Rules against covered health care providers in connection with the good faith 

provision of telehealth during the COVID-19 nationwide public health emergency.  This 

notification is effective immediately.”

• Regardless, choose and train on a platform that will allow long-term utilization, after guidelines are 

fully reinstated.

• Zoom Web Meetings (Free- $20/mo.) - claims to be HIPAA compliant, and is simple to 

integrate.

• Other HHS endorsed examples include:

• Doxy.me  (Free)

• Skype for Business ($2/ mo.)

• Google G Suite Hangouts Meet ($12/mo.)

• VSee ($49/mo.)

• Zoom for Healthcare ($200/mo.)

• Have the vendor sign a HIPAA BAA

5 Schedule telemedicine visits

• Define call length/ timing. Recognize that you will be using timed codes that cannot be performed

simultaneously. Review the time requirements for CPT codes listed above. Typically, a visit that

includes 99212 (established patient 10-minute consult) and 97110 (therapeutic exercise) would

require at least 18 minutes (10 minutes plus more than 50% of the 15-minute requirement for

therapeutic exercise. Check state and insurance regulations for specifics.) In this example,

scheduling visits at 20-minute intervals would be adequate.

• Have your staff reach out to all in-state patients to schedule telehealth consults. (Do not schedule

visits with patients that are located in another state without checking with the laws of that state.)

Sample scripts are included for:

• Patients currently under care

• Former patients not currently under care
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https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/special-topics/emergency-preparedness/notification-enforcement-discretion-telehealth/index.html
https://zoom.us/
https://www.hipaajournal.com/zoom-hipaa-compliant/
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Scheduling Telehealth Appointments For 
Patients Currently Under Care

Hi (patient), This is (staff) from (clinic). (Provider) asked me to reach out to see how you’re 

feeling?

Since there are challenges for coming into the office, (Provider) would like to set up a call 

to discuss what you can do to stay healthy. The call will take less than (20) minutes. Will 

(day) work for you? Is morning or afternoon better? Would you prefer 9 am or 11 am 

(give two choices)? 

In a couple of minutes, I’ll send you an email that confirms your call with (provider). The 

email will have a direct link to join the call. For the call, it would be best if you have 

access to a computer or tablet, preferably with a webcam.  If that’s not an option, you 

can call the phone number in the invite. (If a patient does not have online access, confirm 

a phone number that the provider could call.)

Let me know if you have any questions. Otherwise, we’ll look forward to connecting 

virtually on (day) at (time).

Scheduling Telehealth Appointments  For 
Former Patients Not Currently Under Care

Hi (patient), This is (staff) from (clinic). We haven’t seen you in a while, and (provider) 

asked me to reach out to see how you’re feeling? Since it may be a while before you can 

visit the office, and your routine is likely changing, (provider) would like to connect with 

you to set up a call to discuss what you can do to stay healthy. The call will take less than 

(20) minutes. Will (day) work for you? Is morning or afternoon better? Would you prefer

(9 am) or (11 am)?

In a couple of minutes, I’ll send you an email that confirms your call with (provider). The 

email will have a direct link to join the call. For the call, it would be best if you have 

access to a computer or tablet, preferably with a webcam.  If that’s not an option, you 

can call the phone number in the invite. (If a patient does not have online access, confirm 

a phone number that the provider could call)

Let me know if you have any questions. Otherwise, we’ll look forward to connecting 

virtually on (day) at (time).



• Schedule the visit in your EHR with a different color or other identifier that designates a telehealth 

consult.

• Confirm the telehealth consult with your patient by sending an email with a meeting link and 

details.

• Zoom users can integrate the app into a shared Google calendar with the ability to send 

email invites in advance. View this Zoom tutorial for details.

• Be sure to include instructions about how to reschedule, and expectations for call length and 

billing. See this sample text for details.

Email to Confirm a Telehealth Appointment
Hi (patient),

This email will serve as confirmation of your scheduled telehealth visit with (provider) on 

(date) at (time). 

This email contains a link to our online meeting. To access the call, simply open this email 

and click the link. Please note that it may take a minute to download and connect if this is 

your first use. If you log-in early, don’t be concerned if no one from our end is on-screen, 

we will do our best to connect exactly at or before the scheduled time and request that 

you do the same. We will contact you if something substantially delays the visit.

Your call is scheduled to last (20) minutes. If you require more time, we will be happy to 

schedule an additional call. This time is reserved specifically for you, please call (phone #) 

or email (email link) with at least (six) hours’ notice if you need to reschedule.

As with any other visit, our staff will coordinate any applicable insurance billing. We look 

forward to our virtual meeting. Please let us know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

• Have your staff confirm the call with the patient 2-3 business hours in advance.

See this sample script for details:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0XmIIXcrEY


Appointment Confirmation Call
2-3 business hours before the telehealth visit

Hi (patient), This is (staff) from (clinic). I’m calling to confirm your online appointment with 

(provider) at (time) on (day). Did you receive my email with log-in instructions? (Resend if 

necessary.)

To join the meeting, you’ll need access to a computer or tablet, preferably  with a 

webcam. Simply open the email and click the link. We will email you if anything changes 

or delays us, and ask that you do the same. Call me if you have any questions.

If needed, you may reiterate the email instructions:

Please note that it may take a minute to download and connect if this is your first use. If 

you log-in early, don’t be concerned if no one from our end is on-screen, we will do our 

best to connect exactly at or before the scheduled time and request that you do the 

same. We will contact you if something substantially delays the visit. Your call is 

scheduled to last (20) minutes. If you require more time, we will be happy to schedule an 

additional call. I already have all of your insurance/ payment information, and we will 

coordinate any applicable billing – just like always.

6 Perform the Telehealth Visit (UTILIZE CONDITION REFERENCE & CONDITION 
REPORTS)

• Comply with your state scope and standard of care. Deliver only those services that are amenable to

telehealth:

• Consults

• Range of motion evaluation

• Management suggestions

• Exercise

• Nutrition

• ADL prescription, etc.

(Manipulation and manual therapy techniques could not reasonably be delivered via telehealth.)

• Deliver Substance. This is the most important aspect of the entire process. Make sure that you are

providing a service that patients will be excited about purchasing and re-purchasing. The call may

include:

• Consultation about current health concerns; musculoskeletal, Coronavirus related, emotional, etc.

https://appsv2.chiroup.com/treatment/conditions
https://appsv2.chiroup.com/patients/report
https://appsv2.chiroup.com/patients/report


Opening Dialogue

“Hi (patient) this is (doctor). Welcome to the future of healthcare. I don’t want the 

inability to meet in person to interfere with your health. So, we scheduled this visit to 

make sure you’re able to stay as health as possible during challenging times. Our lives 

and tasks have changed,  so have our physical and emotional demands. I wanted to 

check in to see how you’re doing and help develop a plan to keep you healthy until we 

can  return to a normal life. I have a few questions. Are you having any MSK issues, Are 

you staying physically active, How’s your diet, Do you have a Coronavirus defense 

strategy, etc.”

If appropriate, briefly mention a “To stay on track and to respect your time, we have a 

“hard stop” at the scheduled end of the call (i.e. 12:15 pm), but if we don’t get a chance 

to cover everything, I’ll be happy to call back.”

• Prescribe Exercises with RX Reports - This is the second most important aspect of the entire 

process. With ChiroUp, you will have the ability to build & email a customized exercise program 

to your patients. This will immensely impact your patient compliance & satisfaction. It will 

empower them to be active in their recovery from their own home. (We recommend 

demonstrating the prescribed exercises while on the call, or during a follow-up call.)

• Use the Condition Reference to provide ADL, activity, nutrition, exercises and health advice per 

condition. Consider attaching infographics to your emailed recommendations.

(1)W orkstation recommendations

(2)  Basic nutrition advice

(3)  Healthy sleep

(4)  Mind body best practices

(5)Stop The Spread Of Germs

(6)Coronavirus: What You Need To Know

(7)Coronavirus: What To Do If You Are Sick

• Reschedule next visit during the call. Set the expectation that you will discuss the exercises, have 

them demonstrate each, and revise as needed.

• Request referrals. “Was this call helpful? Is there anyone else you know who might benefit from a 

call?”

https://appsv2.chiroup.com/treatment/conditions
https://faqs.chiroup.com/how-do-i-attach-pdfs-to-my-condition-exercise-reports/
https://chiroup-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/clinics/0/form/files/Workstation-infographic.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/chiroup-assets/clinics/0/form/files/ba0db6cf-b7f2-4e07-b696-877ad81cda62.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/chiroup-assets/clinics/0/form/files/725193f8-7bb2-402f-a129-0bc57d019986.pdf
https://chiroup-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/clinics/0/form/files/mind-body-best-practices.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/chiroup-assets/clinics/0/form/files/eaa2fb11-6461-4a6a-b13c-dd3425ffc84e.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/chiroup-assets/clinics/0/form/files/001400e0-70b5-4792-afc3-4670da63f2e9.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/chiroup-assets/clinics/0/form/files/f215538f-287e-4ac0-9190-494ed030b916.pdf


Telehealth Visit Closing Dialogue

I’m emailing you a handout that has information about some of the things that we 

discussed. It also has some exercises that I think will help. The email contains links to 

video demonstrations for each of those exercises. Starting today, I would like you to 

begin performing those exercises. Please call me with any questions. 

I would like to reconnect in 3 days to see how things are going. We’ll check those 

exercises, and I’ll make adjustments as needed. Will (day) work for you? Is morning or 

afternoon better? Would you prefer 9 am or 11 am (give two choices)?

“Was this call helpful? Is there anyone else you know who might benefit from a call?”

• Follow up visits would include watching the patient perform prescribed exercises, modifying

exercises, and covering any new issues or earlier concerns.

7 Use your EHR to document visits in standard SOAP format, including:

• Date of service

• Provider name and location

• Patient name and location

• Any additional parties involved

• Mechanism of telemedicine service

• Start and end times

8 Bill patients and carriers.

• Use “02”  as the place of service code (item Number 24b)

• Utilize the -95 modifier if directed by the insurer
• While there are no set costs for telemedicine codes 99441-3 and 99421-3, providers would likely set 

fees by comparing time requirements to existing E&M time overrides, i.e., if a 15-minute E&M code 

is X dollars, then a 15-minute telemedicine cousultation would also be billed at x dollars. Ultimately, 

the carriers will determine what is reasonable and cut bills to that level.

• Medicare patients would need to sign an Advanced Beneficiary Notice for non-covered services. 

This could be emailed as a fillable PDF, prior to the telehealth visit.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/chiroup-assets/clinics/0/form/files/9cece741-c0bc-417d-84f4-a6f210408859.pdf



